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Abstract: With the global use of smart phones, the number of malware has been increasing rapidly. Among all the smart 

devices, Android devices are the most targeted devices by malware due to their high popularity. This paper set forth a 

framework for Android malware detection and prevention. The various kinds of features are used by the framework to 

reflect the various properties of the Android applications from different aspects , and the features are refined using similar  

based or existence based of feature extraction method for feature representation of malware detection and prevention. For 

this a multimodal deep learning method is introduced and to be used as a malware detection and prevention model for 

Androids. With this detection model, it will be possible to gain the maximum benefits of multiple features. To estimate 

performance, various experiments are carried out and the accuracy of the model is the deep neural network models. Further 

the framework is evaluated in various types of aspects such as efficiency of model in updates usefulness of the diverse 

features and the representation of the feature method. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

With the high popularity of mobile devices such as tablets or smart phones, attacks are increasing rapidly on mobile 

devices. Mobile malware is the most dangerous threats in technologies which cause various financial damages as well as security 

incidents. According to G DATA report [9] in 2017, security experts were discovered almost 750,000 Android malware during first 

3months of 2017. It expected that a greater number of mobile malware will keep on developed and spread for committing various 

cybercrimes of mobile devices. Android is a most targeted mobile operating system that is used by mobile malware because of their 

high popularity of Android devices. In addition to number of Android devices, there is also another reason that increases malware 

authors for developing Android malware.  

The main reason behind this is that the operating system of Android allows users to install the applications from third-

party and attackers can mislead users of Android to download suspicious applications or malicious from attackers’ servers. 

To stop the attacks caused by Android malware, various researches have been proposed. The malware detection research 

approaches can be classified into two different categories; dynamic analysis based detection [1-8] and static analysis based detection 

[10-14]. The static analysis  methods can be  use for  syntactic features that can be able to extracted without executing any 

application, where  the dynamic analysis  methods will be use for  semantic features that can be able to  monitored when any kind 

of an  application can be  executed in a controlled type of  environment. Static analysis has the advantage that it is unnecessary to 

set the computational overheads and the execution environments, for static analysis are relatively less.  Dynamic analysis has the 

advantage that it can be possible to handle applications which are malicious and use some of the obfuscate techniques such as code 

packing or encryption. 

There are various previous works that related to Android malware detections, but more previous studies uses only limited 

type features to detect the malware. Each type of the feature can be able to represent only few properties of applications. On the 

other way, here a framework proposed to detect malware by using various feature of information to reflect many characteristics of 

applications in different aspects. The proposed framework will extracts at first and processes the multiple feature types, and remedy 

them using the feature of vector generation methods. The feature vector generation method is consists of similarity-based method 

and existence-based method and these methods are very much effective to differentiate between benign and malware applications 

though the malware has so many similar properties of benign applications. In addition to this the framework uses classification 

model that defines the degree of classification in respect to their importance. Among so many useful algorithms, the deep learning 

algorithm is concluded that it is suitable classification algorithm for the framework that uses various features types. 

III. PROPOSED SYATEM 

Here the multimodal deep neural network model is proposed to verify the features having  different properties. The 

multimodal deep learning method is  utilized to make  neural network to refine  the properties with different  features. For example, 

as we can consider  a  multimodal deep learning method was used to recognize the  human speech using  mouth shape information 

and  voice information [15]. Here the different types of  features  are input  and then can be  proceed  in different  neural networks 
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that to  separately, and then  each initial neural  network is connected to the  final neural network to produce  classification results. 

According to survey, the research is first application of multimodal deep learning for Android malware detection.  

Many experiments are conducted using the framework with large data from the known small dataset of the Malgenome 

project [16] and Virus Share [17].  Measured and compared performance of the model can be done with the help of the deep neural 

network model. In addition to this the evaluation of the framework in many aspects is include efficiency in various model updates, 

the diverse features are very much useful and effects the feature representation method. As compared to results with other deep 

learning   methods, this framework is having the good performance in malware detection. 

 

III. SOFTWARE USED 

 

Detection and prevention of the malware attacks in android systems can be done by using the Machine learning in Python. 

Machine Learning using Python it is a type of the artificial intelligence (AI) that can provides for computers with the ability to learn 

without being explicitly programmed for the algorithm. Machine learning is focuses on the development of the Computer Programs 

that can be change when those are exposed to the new data. 

ANACONDA NAVIGATOR 

The anaconda navigator is rapidly developing Open Data Science platform which uses Python which can be considered as 

one of   the fastest growing Open Data Science language.  

Anaconda is also a  free and open-source[18] distribution of a and R programming language and Python  for the purpose 

of  scientific computing (machine learning applications, data science, predictive analytics, large-scale data processing, etc.), this 

aims to the  simplification  of deployment and  package management. Package management system conda use to manage Package 

versions [19]. Over 13 million users use the Anaconda distribution and it includes almost more than 1400 most used data-science 

packages that are suitable for Linux, Windows, and MacOS[20]. 

Jupyter is Scientific Python Development Environment which is the one of the most used application of the Anaconda 

navigator. It can be described and mentioned as a  powerful most  interactive development environment for  Python language with 

the  advanced features such as , interactive testing, editing , introspection and  debugging  features and a numerical computing 

environment, and it also includes   popular   Python   libraries   such    as SciPy (signal and image processing) , NumPy (linear   

algebra), and matplotlib (interactive 2D/3Dplotting). 

 

IV RELATED WORK 

 All  previous approaches that were done  using  deep learning algorithm can be  explained like ,  turn. Razvan  Pascanu  

[21] detect the  Windows based malware by using   the recurrent neural network. They used the  API events for  the features  in 

terms of  detection.  Deep Sign [22] used the  dynamic API calls and also  their parameters as  features  for the  Windows based  

malware detection method. Here  the deep network is used by the Deep Sign  to classify benign and  malware  files. A deep neural 

network method   is  proposed by Joshua Saxe  [23]  for  malware detection. In that  method ,  strings, entropy ,  PE import functions 

, and metadata of Windows binaries were used as of features. Various kind of features all together used in this method , therefore 

this method  seems to be  difficult to detect the  malware  like  Trojan ,  because it  includes  many features that  of normal programs.  

Droid detector [24],  used  machine learning  method, to detect the  Android malware. This method  uses the extraction of 

various features and then those extracted features will be  used  in the deep network. Wei yu [25] set forth  a method of  Android 

malware detection system that used to  model the  neural network with the permissions and the  system calls are  traced from various  

applications. In that  system, static features are used as  only permissions , even though there is a lot of   information  that can be 

tested  and used  for the  useful  in detection. Niall McLaughlin [26]  proposed a method for Android malware detection   system  

that  includes  a convolution neural network (CNN). 

In that system , without any refinement  the  raw  opcode  sequences of  applications are used as the features. Hossein 

Fereidooni [27] proposed a system called as ANASTASIA,   to detect the  Android malware using various  features such as 

permissions,  intents, API calls and  system commands.  That  system uses deep neural network and also  many classifiers including 

that . Even though various  kinds of features can be able to  extracted from the  Android applications, and also the  most  previous 

methods use   small number  of features in detection. In addition to this  the previous methods are  do not consider as  the situations 

when these are  adding to the  new feature types.  

CONCLUSION 

 

This paper includes  a literature review about the  smart eye blink solution for MND patient, which by researched will be 

overcome with proposed method with greater accuracy and quick response compare to older techniques. 
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